Conference rooms

★★★

How to find us
Coming from the A5 motorway from Frankfurt / Karlsruhe:
· Exit: Schwetzingen / Leimen
· B 535 towards Leimen
· At the end of the B 535 change to the B3 towards Wiesloch
· Exit: Leimen Süd
· Afterwards follow the signage to ”Hotel Engelhorn”
Coming from the A6 motorway from Stuttgart / Heilbronn:
· Exit: Wiesloch / Rauenberg / Leimen
· B 39 towards Heidelberg
· After about 2 km change to the left to the B 3
towards Heidelberg, Exit: Leimen Süd
· Afterwards follow the signage to ”Hotel Engelhorn”
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Restaurante Carlos
There is a Mediterranean restaurant within the hotel.
On mild summer evenings you can stay at our cozy
beer garden.
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We lay the foundation for your success
We have 2 air-conditioned meeting and function rooms
with modern conference equipment for up to 60 people.
Seating will be arranged by us according to your wishes
for meetings, seminars and other business events. In
order to make your event to be a success, it would be
our pleasure to submit a personalized offer.
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Gebr. Engelhorn GmbH · Ernst-Naujoks-Str. 2 · D-69181 Leimen · Germany
Manager: Wolfgang & Reiner Engelhorn

Hotel Engelhorn
Ernst-Naujoks-Str. 2
69181 Leimen / Germany
Phone: + 49 (0) 6224 - 707-0
Fax: + 49 (0) 6224 - 707-200
E-Mail: info@Hotel-Engelhorn.de

www.Hotel-Engelhorn.de

★★★
Come in and feel at home –
that’s no empty promise!

Whether you come to our charming area to spend your
holiday or to be out on business – you are always
welcome to our hotel. We will try to make your stay
at our hotel as comfortable as possible and to fulfil
all of your wishes.
Our single and double rooms, suites and apartments
are lovingly furnished with individual comfort. You can
choose your room from three different categories
and according to your wishes and needs. All rooms are
equipped with a flat TV set, a minibar, a desk, an air
conditioner, a safe, a telephone, a shower, a hair dryer,
a make-up mirror and free Wireless LAN. Almost every
room has a balcony.
Furthermore, we offer you our hotel parking lot for
free, an Internet terminal at the reception desk as well
as a free bike rental service (subject to availability).

Our breakfast buffet –
for a good start into the day

As our guest you can visit the opposing gym
for free in order to relax and work out.
We can provide a garage for a fee and subject to
availability. If you will be attending a training course at
SAP in Walldorf, we will offer you a free shuttle service
to and from Walldorf.
You can arrive here at any time (24 hours a day) and
even if the reception desk is not occupied as we have
a key safe.
We wish you a pleasant journey.
Yours sincerely,
the ENGELHORN family and the hotel team
Wolfgang Engelhorn, Reiner Engelhorn,
Nadine Engelhorn, Diana Engelhorn,
Timo Weber-Engelhorn

Begin a successful day with our breakfast buffet.
Do you prefer cereals, yoghurt or fruit? Or do you
want to gather strength at the beginning of a long
day with scrambled or fried eggs, a croissant, bread
or a roll with ham or cheese?
We offer you a rich breakfast buffet every day.

